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Leonard Green’s ExamWorks explores $4bn-plus sale
Despite never working in the industry, I also took and passed the
CFA Level 1 exam. I usually only write about companies I have a
position in that are my best ideas. I traditionally have invested ...
Private equity hospital deals surging; is it good for patients?
Bajaj Auto Ltd. reported a 2% rise in standalone net profit to
�1,332 crore for the fourth quarter. Turnover grew 21% to
�8,880 crore. Revenue from operations increased 26% to �8,596
crore.
M2M Platform Market Growth, Share, Competitive Landscape,
Movements by Size Status, Trend Analysis, Revenue Expectation to
2026 Research Report
They remain viable almost solely due to their use in education and
the fact that their limited connectivity makes them suitable for use in
exams. The market is starting to hot up, though – and ...
Will AI help radiologists survive the data deluge?
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‘Low confidence plus high fuel, health costs to hurt
demand’
Ahead of the Central Board of Secondary Education
examinations for Class XII, which in the Indian context is
a “do or die” situation for students, faulty evaluation and
tabulation of answer scripts is ...
Why sharing CBSE answer sheets must be made mandatory
So, from a materials cost point of view, making photovoltaic
(PV ... A solution to both problems under examination is the
use of a hydrophobic photopolymer coating that can exclude
moisture and reduce ...

Migrant labour boarded trains and buses out of our
cities, school-leaving exams were cancelled ... a
multiple of earnings—the Price-Earnings, PE,
ratio—the Nifty is at an extreme high.
How to approach investing amidst the second wave
With depressing job reports, why not eliminate more laws
that keep people from doing jobs they want to do and people
want to pay them to do?
Diamondback Energy: The No Growth-Growth Doubletalk
One thing that should definitely become apparent is the
better (and usually lower cost) operating ability of a well
established operator like Diamondback over a smaller cost
operator like the two ...

Bajaj Auto Q4 net rises 2%, firm flags input costs
While some radiologists may still be concerned that
artificial intelligence (AI) will replace them, the reality
is that AI will help radiologists keep pace with imaging
workflow demands -- especially ...
Small Cracks in the Restrictive Wall of Occupational
Licensing Across the Nation
We continue to see Dabur as the key beneficiary of the
wave of naturals and Ayurveda and Dabur is also driving
growth by improving its distribution, direct reach and
strengthening its business in ...
Coronavirus Latest News LIVE Updates: Mumbai
reports 1,431 new cases, 49 deaths; city's doubling rate
now at 331 days
Coronavirus LATEST Updates. Mumbai adds 1,431 new
COVID-19 cases; doubling rate 331 days. Mumbai on
Sunday reported 1,431 fresh coronavirus positive cases
and 49 death ...
How Private Equity Factors In To The Colonial Pipeline
Hack
Global "M2M Platform Market" 2021 investigation gives
an outline of the business with solicitations, applications
...
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The pandemic’s second wave will dent consumer
sentiment even as high healthcare expenses and
retail fuel prices will squeeze disposable incomes
and consumers, rating agency ICRA warned in a
note ...
Dabur India: Downgrade to ‘hold’ with new TP of Rs 580
EBITDA margin contracted just 50bps QoQ despite sharp
input cost inflation. Indian 2W demand has weakened amid
Covid spike, but Jefferies still expects a cyclical recovery in
FY22-23 Hero MotoCorp ...

TI-83 Gets CircuitPython Upgrade
Related: Health-care futurist expects private sector

to drive improvements to system “Despite the
increased presence of PE in health care, there’s
been little systematic examination of its ...
Perovskites Show Solar Cell Promise
KKR and Caisse de d�p�t et placement du Qu�bec both
own stakes in Colonial, the hack of which comes amid a dry
spell for PE investment in pipelines.

The Turnaround At Huttig Has Finally Arrived
The company helps healthcare payers manage costs
and improve risk management processes. Customers
include property and casualty insurance carriers,
law firms, third-party claim administrators ...
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